SCANDINAVIA = an invitation has been sent out for a three-day gathering on Auroville and Integral Yoga, to be held in Klint, Denmark from 19 – 21 August this year. Participants will be updated on Auroville’s faring, and a Scandinavian presence in Auroville’s International Zone will be discussed. Ms Anusuya Kumar, who recently also was in Auroville, will talk on her research into Johannes Hohlenberg’s work, his intimate relationship and training with the Mother in Paris during the early 1900 and his interaction with Sri Aurobindo in Pondicherry in 1915. For information/registration, mail to legary@outlook.dk

NETHERLANDS = the centre’s May Newsletter is out and contains, apart from other interesting updates, links to English spoken interviews with Aurovilians Inge van Alphen and Kireet Yak by Narad, as well as an ‘Unending Education in Auroville’ video clip featuring Aloka, Deepti and Chali. The Dutch translation of Sri Aurobindo’s intro into his Synthesis of Yoga continues. The newsletter can be accessed via http://goo.gl/KjJd6d

AUSTRALIA = more than a year ago Jan Alan informed us about the ‘The Aurobindo Project’ which has by now matured into a well trained ensemble with 8 singers performing songs by Sri Aurobindo as put to music by Daryl Wallis. On 27 and 28 May two performances, each of 100 mnts, were given at the Community Hall of Coalcliff, a town on the coast of New South Wales, Australia. While the choir sang in the evening of the 27th, on Saturday 28th the performance started at 7am early morning, just after dawn had broken over the beach across from the hall.
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